RUTIN, A FLAVONOID PHYTOCHEMICAL, AMELIORATES CERTAIN BEHAVIORAL AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS AND GENERAL TOXICITY OF ORAL ARSENIC IN RATS
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Arsenic affects large populations and attacks, among others, the nervous system. Waterborne or occupational exposure causes electrophysiological alterations and motor disturbances in humans, and analogous effects were found in animals. Certain phytochemicals may be protective against As-caused damages. In the present study it was investigated whether the flavonoid rutin, applied via the drinking water (2 g/L), ameliorates the effects of arsenic given by gavage (10 mg/kg b.w., in form of NaAsO$_2$) on open field motility, evoked cortical and peripheral electrophysiological activity, and body weight gain in adult male Wistar rats. Body weight gain was significantly reduced from the 4th week of the 6 weeks arsenic treatment and this effect was largely abolished by rutin in the combination treatment group. Rats treated by arsenic alone showed decreased open field motility; latency of the cortical evoked potentials increased and peripheral nerve conduction velocity decreased. These functional alterations were also counteracted by co-administration of rutin, and both the antioxidant and the chelating activity of rutin might have contributed to the ameliorative effect. These results are apparently novel and support the potential role of natural agents in preserving human health in a contaminated environment.
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INTRODUCTION

High arsenic (As) content of drinking water, due mostly to geochemical conditions, has been causing mass oral As exposure in large populations. Drawing water from bedrock aquifers by deep tube wells, normally a very safe method of water supply, may release As bound to sedimentary rocks [7]. The problem used to affect the population in South-East Hungary and the adjacent Romanian and Serbian regions [4, 20] and remains a severe one in regions of Asia (Bengal Basin in India/Bangladesh: As levels up to 3,000 µg/L) and South America (Argentina: up to 10,000 µg/L) [23].

Though the nervous system is not among the classical sites of attack of As [14, 29] quite a few published data indicate its neurotoxicity. High As in well water resulted in fatal acute poisoning due to encephalopathy, presenting with mental disorders and
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finally coma [2]. In Bangladesh, notorious for mass As exposure as mentioned above, schoolchildren with elevated internal As load showed impaired fine motor control and body coordination [28]. Workers in a copper smelter, exposed by the arsenic content of the ore processed, showed alterations of the EEG patterns, visual evoked potentials, and peripheral nerve action potentials [13]. Such effects of As have also been modeled in animals [10, 33, 35].

In a public health problem of this magnitude, protection of the affected population is a primary concern. Besides technological solutions like removal of As from drinking water, it has been also described repeatedly that various phytochemicals – plant-derived substances with a biological effect [34] – can be protective against As-caused damages. Ascorbic acid and alpha-tocopherol diminished mitochondrial damage and lipid peroxidation in As-exposed rats [3]; the same two antioxidants also reduced oxidative damage and cell death in vitro in rat and human fetal brain tissue [5]. Rutin, the phytochemical used in the present work, is found in a number of edible plants like buckwheat [18] or citrus fruits and rhubarb [9]. The bioavailability of rutin – or, more exactly, of its aglycone, quercetin which is responsible for the biological activities including antioxidation – is limited due to poor intestinal absorption and to degradation by the gut microflora both in humans and in experimental animals [9]. In spite of that, the neuroprotective effect of rutin has been documented in animal models of brain damage induced by streptozotocin [15] or ischemia [11]; and has been attributed mainly to antioxidant effect [25].

The aim of the present work was to see if the neurotoxic effect of subacute oral As exposure of rats, manifesting in behavioral and electrophysiological alterations, and some general toxic effects, can be ameliorated by simultaneous oral application of rutin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and treatment

Young adult male Wistar rats, altogether 27, were obtained from Toxi-Coop (Budapest, Hungary). The animals were housed, with three rats in one cage, in a controlled environment animal house (22±1 °C, 40–60% relative humidity, 12 h light/dark cycle with light on at 06:00), and had free access to standard rodent chow and to water (local plain tapwater had ca. 7 µg/L arsenic content as stated by the municipal waterworks).

As seen in Table 1, the work involved a rutin-treated, an As-treated and a combined group (consisting of 9 rats each). An untreated control group was not used because it was shown in a previous experiment [32] that rutin alone had no noteworthy effect on the parameters investigated. Rutin was delivered via the rats’ drinking water. Tapwater was boiled then allowed to cool under cover to reduce chlorine and oxygen content, rutin was added, and pH was first brought to ca. 9.5 with Na₂CO₃ to achieve complete dissolution of rutin then back to 7.5 with 20% food-grade acetic acid. This
solution was changed to fresh one every two days. Antioxidant capacity of the fresh solution was 0.49 ± 0.08 mg ascorbic acid equivalent per ml (measured by FRAP) and did not significantly change in 48 hours. For As administration, NaAsO₂ was dissolved in distilled water, and was given by gavage, once daily, 5 days per week, for 6 weeks. See Table 1 for groups and doses (dose of As and the treatment time were identical to that used and found effective in another study on As and possible herbal protective agents [31], and the dose of rutin was set to obtain an antioxidant activity in the drinking fluid comparable with that in the mentioned study). The chemicals, except acetic acid, were from Sigma-Aldrich Hungary (Budapest).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Rutin</th>
<th>Arsenic</th>
<th>Arsenic + Rutin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Rut</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>As + Rut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose and administration</td>
<td>Rutin, 2 g/L in the drinking water</td>
<td>As, 10 mg/kg b.w., by gavage (8.67 mg/ml NaAsO₂ in distilled water, 2 mL/kg b.w.)</td>
<td>As, 10 mg/kg b.w., by gavage + rutin, 2 g/L in the drinking water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**  
Treatment groups and doses

*General toxicology*

During treatment, body weight gain of the rats, and consumption of food and water, was daily measured. Daily animal care included also observation and recording of any signs of toxicity (e.g. rough fur, hunched back, unusual aggressive behavior).

At the end of electrophysiological recording (see below) the rats were sacrificed by an overdose of urethane, and were dissected. For As level determination, 3 animals were randomly chosen from each group. Of these animals, cerebral cortex, liver, kidney and blood were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at –20 °C. For the measurement, samples were dried at 80 °C to constant weight, and were digested in 65% HNO₃ (4 mL/g wet tissue) at 90 °C for 90 min. Arsenic determination was done, from a dilution of the digested matter, by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry at the Department of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, University of Szeged, Faculty of Science and Informatics, Szeged, Hungary.

*Open field behavioral investigation*

The rats’ spontaneous motility was tested in an open field (OF) apparatus (Conducta 1.3 System; Experimetria Ltd., Budapest) immediately before and after the 6 weeks treatment period. The OF box used was of 48 × 48 × 40 cm size and was equipped with two arrays of infrared beam gates at floor level and at 12 cm height. The animals were put into the centre of the OF box one by one for a 10 min session. From the beam
interruptions caused by the rat moving around, event counts and summed time of the basic activity forms (ambulation, local activity, rearing, immobility), as well as run length of ambulation, were computed as follows: more than 40 mm shift in the location of interrupted beams at the floor level during a time unit of 1 s was interpreted as ambulation; less shift, as local activity; and no shift at all, as immobility. Rearing was recorded if beams at floor level and higher level were interrupted simultaneously. In earlier works of us [37] this method was found sensitive to metal-induced changes of motor activity.

**Electrophysiological investigation**

On the day following the last week OF session, the rats were anesthetized with urethane (1000 mg/kg b.w. ip. [21]) and were prepared for electrophysiological recording. The left hemisphere was surgically exposed (lidocaine spray was applied on the wounds) and spontaneous electrical activity (electrocorticogram, ECoG) was recorded from the primary sensory areas (somatosensory, SS; visual, VIS; and auditory, AUD) for 6 minutes using ball-tipped silver wire electrodes placed directly on the dura. From this, band spectrum according to the standard human EEG bands (delta, 0.5–4 Hz; theta, 4–7 Hz; alpha, 8–13 Hz; beta1, 13–20 Hz; beta2, 20–30 Hz; gamma, 30–50 Hz) [17] was calculated.

Then, evoked potentials (EPs) were recorded from the same sites. Somatosensory stimulation was done by square pulses (3–4 V; 0.05 ms; 1, 2 and 10 Hz frequency) delivered through a pair of needles inserted into the contralateral whiskery skin. Visual stimulation was performed by flashes (1 Hz) of a high-luminance white LED placed to the contralateral eye of the rat. For acoustic stimulation, clicks (1 Hz) were applied to the contralateral ear through the hollow ear bar of the stereotaxic frame. The stimuli were applied in trains of 50. Latency and duration of the EPs was measured after averaging. From the tail nerve, compound action potential (CAP) was recorded by inserting a pair of needle electrodes at the base of the tail for stimulation, and another pair 50 mm distally for recording. Conduction velocity was calculated from this distance and the onset latency of the nerve action potential. Relative refractory period was measured by double stimuli with 1–10 ms inter-stimulus interval, from the extra delay of the second potential. The complete electrophysiological work was performed by means of the software Neurosys 1.11 (Experimetric Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). For further details of the methods, see [26].

During the whole study, the principles of the Ethical Committee for the Protection of Animals in Research of the University were strictly followed. The methods used in this work were licensed by the authority competent in animal welfare issues under No. XXI./02039/001/2006.
Fig. 1. The effect of arsenic and rutin treatment on the rats’ body weight. A) Body weights measured on Friday of treatment weeks 1 to 6 (mean ± SD, n = 9). *, **p<0.05, 0.01 vs. Rut. B) Weekly average body weight gain (bar graph; mean ± SD, n = 9) and weekly average of daily food consumption (line graph; mean, n = 9)
Data processing

Group differences were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and post hoc Scheffe’s test, with p < 0.05 as limit of significance. The possible linear correlation between data sets was tested by the “linear fit” function of MS Excel. This function uses the least squares method to fit a straight line to the measurement data, and examines the strength of relationship with Fisher’s F test.

RESULTS

General toxicity

A difference in mean body weight between group Rut and As appeared in the 3rd week and became significant (p < 0.05) from the 4th week on (Fig. 1A). Weight gain in the combination group (As + Rut) was nearly as strong as in Rut and decreased significantly only by the last week. The weekly weight gain data had similar trend except in the first week where group As and As + Rut were equally affected (Fig. 1B). This graph also shows that the weekly averages of daily food intake and of weight gain were not in parallel, suggesting that food intake probably cannot explain the body weight differences. It was also observed during daily care that rats in group As were more irritable and aggressive than others.

The total intake of As and rutin, and the resulting tissue As levels, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Rut</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>As + Rut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total arsenic and/or rutin intake during the 6 weeks treatment (mg/rat)</td>
<td>848.4±216.3ootnote{1}</td>
<td>92.08±16.77ootnote{2}</td>
<td>99.04±18.60 (As) 832.5±327.1 (rutin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal arsenic load after 6 weeks treatment (µg/kg dry tissue weight)</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>14420.9±1343.2</td>
<td>1565127.5±53422.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cortex</td>
<td>1053.9±699.5</td>
<td>71767.4±17716.1**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>143.9±117.9</td>
<td>27992.7±5868.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kidneys</td>
<td>620.8±361.4</td>
<td>388945.7±62458.8**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD, n = 9 (total external dose) or n = 3 (internal level).

*p < 0.05 vs. Rut

*p < 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 vs. Rut

ootnote{1}Calculated from the daily water consumption data.

ootnote{2}Calculated from the daily doses based on actual body weights.
Open field behavior

Before treatment, the time share of the four basic form of OF activity (ambulation, local activity, immobility, rearing) was similar in the three groups (Fig. 2). Following the 6 weeks exposure by the test substances, local activity and immobility increased (vs. week 0) in group As, but not in Rut and As+Rut. Rearing in week 6 was higher than in week 0 in all three groups but less in group As than in those receiving rutin. Taken together, these differences indicated decreased motility of rats in group As.

![Fig. 2. Effects of the open field behavior. Time spent by the rats in various forms (see abscissa) of OF activity. Mean + SD, n = 9. *p<0.05 vs. Rut; **p<0.05, 0.01 vs. As+Rut; °, °°, °°°p<0.05, 0.01, 0.001 week 6 vs. week 0 within the treatment group](image)

Electrophysiology

ECOg band power spectrum was not significantly different among the treatment groups. The measured data of evoked activity, on the contrary, indicated slowed reaction of As-treated rats on external stimulation.

As seen in Fig. 3, latency of the EPs in all three modalities increased significantly in group As vs. Rut, but in the combination group As+Rut this effect was largely abolished. Also, the frequency-dependent lengthening of SS EP latency was stronger in As than in Rut and As+Rut, the ratio of mean latencies with 10 Hz vs. 1 Hz stimulation being 1.061 in group Rut, 1.092 in As; and 1.060 in As+Rut. The changes in the duration of EPs were similar but less clear-cut (not shown).

In accordance with the changes in the cortical responses, CAP of the tail nerve showed significantly decreased conduction velocity in group As – and to a lesser extent also in As+Rut, but the As+Rut vs. As difference was significant also (Fig. 3). Relative refractory period was lengthened in group As but not in As+Rut.
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Fig. 3. Effects on the cortical and peripheral evoked activity. A) latency of the somatosensory EPs recorded with three stimulation frequencies; B) latency of the visual and auditory EPs; C) conduction velocity and relative refractory period of the tail nerve. Mean ± SD, n = 9. *, **, ***p < 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 vs. Rut; #, ##p < 0.05, 0.01 vs. As + Rut.
Fig. 4. Correlation diagrams of internal As load and neuro-functional parameters. A–C) Relationship of open field local activity time (A), open field rearing time (B) and somatosensory evoked potential latency (C) to the rats' brain As level. D) Relationship of somatosensory evoked potential latency and open field local activity time. Each point in the graphs represents corresponding data pairs of one rat; for group coding, see insert in C. Inserts in each graph show the equation of the fitted line and $R^2$, calculated by the linear fit function of MS Excel.
The relationship of internal As load and functional changes, suggested by the results presented above, was further investigated by testing linear correlation. In Fig. 4, the animal-by-animal individual values of the change (week 6 vs. week 0) in local activity and rearing (panels A and B, respectively) and of SS EP latency (C) are shown against the corresponding brain As levels; while in panel D, correlation between two of the mentioned functional parameters is shown. The graphs show a fair linear correlation, supporting the causal role of As. Beyond that, in graphs A, B and C one can see that, in spite of the identical external As load, in rats of group As + Rut not only the functional parameters were less affected than in group As but the internal load (brain As level) was also lower. Data in Table 2 also show that although the external As load in groups As and As + Rut were nearly identical, the tissue As levels in the brain and liver samples of group As were ca. 3 times higher than in corresponding samples of group As + Rut.

**DISCUSSION**

Parallel oral administration of rutin could substantially diminish the functional neurotoxic effects and general toxicity of subacute arsenic exposure in rats – although the amounts of As applied to the rats by gavage caused massive internal load (shown by the As levels of the treated rats’ organs, Table 2).

The significant effect of oral As on body weight towards the end of the treatment period and the partial reversal of the effect by simultaneous application of the antioxidant were both similar to that published in [38]. The time course of body weight gain was different in the three groups but their average food intake was nearly similar and stable in time (Fig. 1B), suggesting that the differences were more due to metabolic changes and not to dissimilar amounts consumed.

Changes in parameters of open field behavior and evoked nervous activity were congruent in indicating depressed activity of the central nervous system in the As-exposed rats. CNS damage in As-exposed humans has been described repeatedly (reviewed in [30, 36]) but corresponding electrophysiological changes have been mentioned only in a few papers. A single large dose of inorganic As caused complete and partial loss of VIS and AUD EPs, respectively, in a person attempting suicide [8]. In another study [19] lasting reduction of nerve conduction velocity and abnormal action potentials were seen in survivors of a single As dose. In [13] lengthened latency of the pattern reversal visual EPs and various peripheral nerve abnormalities more frequently observed in As-exposed workers of a copper smelter than in non-exposed control employees of the same factory. In As-exposed rats, slowed conduction velocity of the sural nerve, and massive deposition of As, was seen [10]. Also in rats, As load resulted in decreased OF motility [33, 38].

The nervous system effects observed in our work were in agreement with all that; and the correlation of these effects with internal As load (Fig. 4) also pointed to the causal role of As. These correlation plots, however, also showed that in group As + Rut not only the functional changes were milder than in group As but also the.
internal As load (level in the brain). From this it could be inferred that more than one mechanism of action were involved in the protective effect of rutin against the toxic effects of As.

Oxidative stress – due among others to binding thiol-containing antioxidants, liberating iron from ferritin, and uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation [16] – plays a major role in the toxicity of As, and biochemical signs of oxidative stress were indeed found in exposed humans [13] and in animal experiments [38]. Rutin, on the contrary (together with related flavonoids) is known to exhibit antioxidant activity [25]. On a human dopaminergic cell line in vitro, rutin dose-dependently prevented ROS generation and apoptosis induced by rotenone [27]. In an in vivo rat model of Alzheimer’s disease, rutin attenuated both cognitive impairment and biochemical indicators of oxidative stress [15]. Concerning human health, rutin was among the herbal agents suggested as potential ingredients in “neuroprotective functional drinks” [39].

The documented antioxidant action of rutin explains the amelioration of As-induced neuro-functional damage seen in the present study, taking into consideration the ability of As to cause oxidative stress [16] on one hand, and the vulnerability of the nervous system as a whole to oxidative damage on the other, resulting from high intensity of mitochondrial energy production, abundance of (unsaturated) structural lipids, and to limited antioxidant capacity [12]. Oxidative damage to membrane lipids may disturb the function of synapses and receptors [6], leading finally to functional alterations at higher levels (such as macro-electrophysiology and behavior).

The difference in internal As load in rats from group As vs. As + Rut (Table 2, Fig. 4) could result from dissimilar rate of intake and/or elimination of As but – given that As was administered, in amounts calculated exactly for each animal, by gavage – the latter is more likely. Both rutin, and its aglycone quercetin, were shown to act as chelators to bind transition metal ions and reduce oxidative load this way [1, 24]. In As-exposed mice, quercetin enhanced the removal of As from its target organs [22], beyond reducing oxidative stress in the liver. Based on the near-complete reduction of the As-induced neuro-functional alterations by rutin on the one hand, and the lower As level in the cerebral cortex samples of rats in group As + Rut compared to those in group As, it can be supposed that both the antioxidant effect and the chelating action of rutin had a role in diminishing nervous system damage of arsenic-exposed rats.

The protective effect of rutin against arsenic-induced neuro-functional alterations is apparently a new finding, and supports the potential role of natural agents in preserving human health in a contaminated environment.
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